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"Slut" is a great word. It just sounds perfect-so sharp and clear and beautiful. It's one of those
satisfying four letter words, like cunt and fuck. Slut also happens to be an anagram for lust,
which is one of those divine coincidences that makes you wonder if God actually exists. We're
lucky that slut is such a great word, because it's safe to say that almost every woman will be
called a slut at least once in her lifetime. Despite a slowly shifting sexual double standard, it's
still taboo to be a woman who's openly sexual-let alone one who sleeps around. Now Vogue
columnist Karley Sciortino is on a mission to reclaim the word "slut" to represent a person who
seeks out visceral experiences through sex, and who isn't ashamed about it. Sluts are special.
Sluts are radical. And sluts are skilled at time management, because they can handle multiple
partners on rotation, plus their jobs and their blogs and their beauty routines. Not everyone is
qualified for this coveted position. SLUTEVER is a call-to-arms, a confessional memoir, a slut
manifesto, as told by a sex-radical hedonist in a pink PVC mini dress. It's a thoughtful, firstperson account of a modern woman, navigating sex, love, casual hookups, open relationships,,
bisexuality, BDSM, breakups, sex work, sex parties, and the power of sexual agency, as told
from the front lines.
Winner of the PEN Award for Poetry in Translation • The electrifying collected works of “one of
the most innovative and prominent avant-garde poets in early twentieth-century Japan” (The
New Yorker). Translated by and with an introduction by Sawako Nakayasu An important and
daringly experimental voice in Tokyo’s avant-garde poetry scene, Chika Sagawa broke with
the gender-bound traditions of Japanese poetry. Growing up in isolated rural Japan, Sagawa
moved to Tokyo at seventeen, and begin publishing her work at eighteen.She was immediately
recognized as a leading light of the male-dominated Japanese literary scene; her work
combines striking, unique imagery with Western influences. The results are short, sharp,
surreal poems about human fragility and the beauty of nature from Japan’s first female
Modernist poet. The Modern Library Torchbearers series features women who wrote on their
own terms, with boldness, creativity, and a spirit of resistance. AMERICAN INDIAN STORIES
• THE AWAKENING • THE CUSTOM OF THE COUNTRY • THE HEADS OF CERBERUS •
LADY AUDLEY’S SECRET • LOVE, ANGER, MADNESS • PASSING • THE RETURN OF
THE SOLDIER • THERE IS CONFUSION • THE TRANSFORMATION OF PHILIP JETTAN •
VILLETTE
As many can attest, the prevalence of sexual imagery has increased in modern society over
the past half century. In this timely new study, Kenneth Kammeyer traces the historical
development of sexual imagery in America and society's preoccupation with it, all within a firm
theoretical and sociological framework.
Did you know that the clitoris has 8000 nerve endings, twice as many as the penis? Here is
everything you've wondered about the female orgasm and how to make it happen. A witty, wellresearched and revealing guide to giving your lover an orgasm every time. More than just
foreplay, Ian Kerner argues that oral sex is the key to a great sex life for both partners. Short
sections cover philosophy, technique, step-by-step instructions and detailed anatomical
information, essential to both beginners and experienced lovers.'It's time to close the sex gap
and create a level playing field in the exchange of pleasure, and cunnilingus is far more than
just a means for achieving this noble end; it's the cornerstone of a new sexual paradigm, one
that exuberantly extols a shared experience of pleasure, intimacy, respect and contentment.
It's also one of the greatest gifts of love a man can bestow upon a woman.' Ian Kerner
In Rebel Love, Dr. Chris Donaghue, PhD (The Amber Rose Show with Dr. Chris ), reveals how
traditional dating "rules" are toxic, why everything you've learned about dating and
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relationships are wrong, and how to have the best sex of your life. Dr. Chris is the sex expert
you've been waiting for. He refuses to pathologize those whose sexuality doesn't fit in a neat
little box and he doesn't just pay lip service to the pro-sex, feminist, and body-positive mores of
the day -- he demands them. Rebel Love welcomes all sexualities and identities no matter
where you fall on the spectrum and empowers people to be authentically who they are both in
and out of the bedroom. Dr. Chris's prescription for hotter, healthier sex -- the two go hand in
hand -- encourages you to stop participating in patriarchal stereotypes, broaden your sexual
horizons, and have amazing sex. Best of all, he shows you how with real-world examples and
inspirational case studies.
No one likes a know-it-all, but everyone loves a girl with brains and heart. The Smart Girl's
Guide to Polyamory is an intelligent and comprehensive guide to polyamory, open
relationships, and other forms of alternative love, offering relationship advice radically different
from anything you'll find on the magazine rack. This practical guidebook will help women break
free of the mold of traditional monogamy, without the constraints of jealousy, possessiveness,
insecurity, and competition. The Smart Girl's Guide to Polyamory incorporates interviews and
real-world advice from women of all ages in nontraditional relationships, as well as exercises
for building self-awareness, confidence in communication, and strategies for managing and
eliminating jealousy. If you're curious about exploring group sex, opening up your current
monogamous relationship, or ready to “come out” as polyamorous, this book covers it all!
Whether you're a seasoned graduate, a timid freshman, or somewhere in between, you'll learn
how to discover and craft unique relationships that are healthy, happy, sexy, and tailor-made
for you. Because when it comes to your love life, being a know-it-all is actually a great thing to
be.
"Equally fun, risqué, and informative, this is a welcome addition to sexual health literature." Publishers Weekly In a culture where female empowerment is used to sell everything from sex
toys to soap, most sex education continues to bypass pleasure. The results are stark?we've
grown accustomed to slut- and prude-shaming and allowed others to dictate how a "good girl"
is meant to feel, act, and look. In Girl Boner: The Good Girl's Guide to Sexual Empowerment,
August McLaughlin offers an unfiltered blend of personal narrative and practical tips on
relationships, solo play, journaling, gender issues, and more. From the perks of "Jilling off" to
the 7 types of 'gasms, Girl Boner will "empower you to own your sexual self and enjoy ... your
whole life a great deal more." So, what exactly is a girl boner? We dare you to find out.
Tiernan grew up with wealth and privilege, but not love or guidence. After her parents' deaths,
she goes to live with her father's stepbrother and his two sons. As the three of them take her
under their wing, teach her to work and survive in the remote woods, she slowly finds her place
among them. And she realizes that lines blur and rules become easy to break when no one is
watching.

Now a New York Times bestseller and from the author of The Psychopath Test, a
captivating and brilliant exploration of one of our world's most underappreciated forces:
shame. 'It's about the terror, isn't it?' 'The terror of what?' I said. 'The terror of being
found out.' For the past three years, Jon Ronson has travelled the world meeting
recipients of high-profile public shamings. The shamed are people like us - people who,
say, made a joke on social media that came out badly, or made a mistake at work.
Once their transgression is revealed, collective outrage circles with the force of a
hurricane and the next thing they know they're being torn apart by an angry mob, jeered
at, demonized, sometimes even fired from their job. A great renaissance of public
shaming is sweeping our land. Justice has been democratized. The silent majority are
getting a voice. But what are we doing with our voice? We are mercilessly finding
people's faults. We are defining the boundaries of normality by ruining the lives of those
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outside it. We are using shame as a form of social control. Simultaneously powerful and
hilarious in the way only Jon Ronson can be, So You've Been Publicly Shamed is a
deeply honest book about modern life, full of eye-opening truths about the escalating
war on human flaws - and the very scary part we all play in it.
I'm the pastor's son.He's the star quarterback for a small Kentucky high school.While
the town worships him, I pray for God to take my life.He makes my life a living hell by
making me his victim.This perverse game we play could end us both.How can
something that feels so right be so wrong?The price if the truth is discovered is death,
but I can't stop.Neither can he.No one can know.Can I risk it?Is Roman King worth
dying for?**This story is a bully romance including dubious consent, assault, talk of
suicide, and is intended for readers 18+. Please proceed with caution.**
Three decades ago, this book and its companion volume "The New Topping Book"
began teaching tens of thousands of people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and
bottoming - not just "how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional support and
ethical interaction during kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and
the blossoming of the Internet as a source of information and connection, have created
a whole new universe of possibilities for players. Now, the completely updated revised
New Bottoming Book and New Topping Book give even more insights and ideas,
updated for a new millennium, about how to be a successful, popular player! What the
experts are saying "The only way I can think of to learn more about bottming than
Dossie Easton and Janet Hardy teach you in [The New Bottoming Book] is to go out
and bottom for yourself." - William A. Henkin, Ph.D., co-author, Consensual
Sadomasochism
On the heels of the successful Lifetime TV version of Flowers in the Attic comes the TV
movie tie-in edition of Petals On the Wind, the second book in the captivating
Dollanganger saga. Forbidden love comes into full bloom. For three years they were
kept hidden in the eaves of Foxworth Hall, their existence all but denied by a mother
who schemed to inherit a fortune. For three years their fate was in the hands of their
righteous, merciless grandmother. They had to stay strong...but in their hopeless world,
Cathy and her brother Christopher discovered blossoming desires that tumbled into a
powerful obsession. Now, with their frail sister Carrie, they have broken free and
scraped enough together for three bus tickets and a chance at a new life. The horrors
of the attic are behind them...but they will carry its legacy of dark secrets forever.
Award-winning author and powerhouse talent Roxane Gay burst onto the scene with An
Untamed State and the New York Times bestselling essay collection Bad Feminist
(Harper Perennial). Gay returns with Difficult Women, a collection of stories of rare
force and beauty, of hardscrabble lives, passionate loves, and quirky and vexed human
connection. The women in these stories live lives of privilege and of poverty, are in
marriages both loving and haunted by past crimes or emotional blackmail. A pair of
sisters, grown now, have been inseparable ever since they were abducted together as
children, and must negotiate the elder sister's marriage. A woman married to a twin
pretends not to realize when her husband and his brother impersonate each other. A
stripper putting herself through college fends off the advances of an overzealous
customer. A black engineer moves to Upper Michigan for a job and faces the malign
curiosity of her colleagues and the difficulty of leaving her past behind. From a girls’
fight club to a wealthy subdivision in Florida where neighbors conform, compete, and
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spy on each other, Gay delivers a wry, beautiful, haunting vision of modern America
reminiscent of Merritt Tierce, Jamie Quatro, and Miranda July.
In Alissa Nutting’s novel Tampa, Celeste Price, a smoldering 26-year-old middleschool teacher in Florida, unrepentantly recounts her elaborate and sociopathically
determined seduction of a 14-year-old student. Celeste has chosen and lured the
charmingly modest Jack Patrick into her web. Jack is enthralled and in awe of his
eighth-grade teacher, and, most importantly, willing to accept Celeste’s terms for a
secret relationship—car rides after dark, rendezvous at Jack’s house while his single
father works the late shift, and body-slamming erotic encounters in Celeste’s empty
classroom. In slaking her sexual thirst, Celeste Price is remorseless and deviously free
of hesitation, a monstress of pure motivation. She deceives everyone, is close to no
one, and cares little for anything but her pleasure. Tampa is a sexually explicit,
virtuosically satirical, American Psycho–esque rendering of a monstrously misplaced
but undeterrable desire. Laced with black humor and crackling sexualized prose, Alissa
Nutting’s Tampa is a grand, seriocomic examination of the want behind student /
teacher affairs and a scorching literary debut.
The 25-year-old classic, now updated and in a fun new graphic format! Janet W. Hardy,
formerly known as Lady Green, has distilled the best of her 35 years' experience as a
dominant into this beginner-friendly guidebook: everything from bondage to control to
sensation to fetish, all with entertaining drawings, intro-level information, and plenty of
reassurance for the nervous or apprehensive novice. The perfect purchase or gift for
any woman who would like to spice up her bedroom play with a bit of kink.
An Uncensored Conversation About Sex and Self from the Creators of the Top-Rated
Guys We F*cked: The Anti Slut-Shaming Podcast 'They are the voices of a new
generation of women for whom no sexual encounter is off limits' Times Magazine
Comedians Corinne Fisher and Krystyna Hutchinson started Guys We F*cked: The Anti
Slut-Shaming Podcast in 2013, intending to interview guys they'd slept with to learn
more about themselves and squash the stigma so often associated with sexual women.
As the podcast grew, and Corinne and Krystyna got to know their fans, stories of sexual
assault, verbal and emotional abuse and crippling shame became common topics of
discussion along with those humorous conversations highlighting overall sexual
confusion among many adults. The podcast is now a community of over a million
listeners worldwide and a place where any and all taboo sex topics are discussed
freely, both with celebrity guests and the real people in their lives. F*cked follows that
model, as Corinne and Krystyna bring a mix of raw, ridiculous and serious sexual
conversation to the page that will include topics like: · Why shame is completely made
up and how we can stop giving into it · Sexual exploration and how it sometimes ends
in a trip to A&E · Stuff we should stop doing: Snooping, nitpicking our bodies, and
faking orgasms · Asking your sexual partner uncomfortable questions · How to get
yourself out of an unsafe situation · Masturbation, threesomes, porn, sex toys, butt stuff
and much, much more This is a guide to love and sex for anyone who has ever felt
afraid to be their authentic sexual self. It won't talk down to you or coddle you, because
you're better than that. Despite what Rom-Coms and glossy magazines tell you, you
can handle sexual exploration without the assistance of a man, a glass of rosé, or a
Xanax-and more importantly, you're fine all by yourself.

Are You a Dirty, Nasty Slut? Or a Sexually Repressed Nightmare? Regardless of
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your background or bedroom resume, someone or something has probably made
you feel that way at some point. This was what Corinne Fisher and Krystyna
Hutchinson discovered when they created the wildly popular Guys We Fucked:
The Anti Slut-Shaming Podcast. What started as an outlet to interview— You
guessed it!—guys they'd fucked, quickly evolved into an enormous community of
Fuckers around the world, and a place to share stories of kinks gone wild,
trauma, assault, and the overall confusion among people who don't know what
the fuck they are doing (in other words, everyone). F*CKED brings these raw,
ridiculous, and serious conversations from the podcast to the page. It is a guide
to love and sex for anyone -- female, male, trans, or undecided—who is fed up
with double standards and the stigma surrounding sexual beings. It is for anyone
who has ever felt afraid to be their authentic self. Corinne and Krystyna won’t
talk down to you or coddle you because you’re better than that. They won’t
explain why he’s just not that into you, because it doesn’t fucking matter. This
book will teach you how to deal with shit, brush your shoulder off, and move on.
You'll also learn about: Why shame is completely made up and how we can stop
giving into it Sexual exploration and how it sometimes ends in a trip to the ER
Stuff we should stop doing: Snooping, nitpicking our bodies, and faking orgasms
Asking your sexual partner uncomfortable questions Masturbation, threesomes,
porn, sex toys, butt stuff, and much, much more Despite what Rom-Coms and
magazines tell you, you can handle sexual exploration without the assistance of a
man, a glass of rose, and a Xanax. More importantly, you’re fine all by yourself.
This is the book Bridget Jones should’ve read instead of writing that shitty diary
in the first place.
One evening some friends were gathered at the home of one of our most
celebrated writers. Having dined sumptuously, they were discussing
murder—apropos of what, I no longer remember probably apropos of nothing.
Only men were present: moralists, poets, philosophers and doctors—thus
everyone could speak freely, according to his whim, his hobby or his
idiosyncrasies, without fear of suddenly seeing that expression of horror and fear
which the least startling idea traces upon the horrified face of a notary. I—say
notary, much as I might have said lawyer or porter, not disdainfully, of course, but
in order to define the average French mind. With a calmness of spirit as perfect
as though he were expressing an opinion upon the merits of the cigar he was
smoking, a member of the Academy of Moral and Political Sciences said:
“Really—I honestly believe that murder is the greatest human preoccupation, and
that all our acts stem from it... “ We awaited the pronouncement of an involved
theory, but he remained silent. “Absolutely!” said a Darwinian scientist, “and, my
friend, you are voicing one of those eternal truths such as the legendary
Monsieur de La Palisse discovered every day: since murder is the very bedrock
of our social institutions, and consequently the most imperious necessity of
civilized life. If it no longer existed, there would be no governments of any kind,
by virtue of the admirable fact that crime in general and murder in particular are
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not only their excuse, but their only reason for being. We should then live in
complete anarchy, which is inconceivable. So, instead of seeking to eliminate
murder, it is imperative that it be cultivated with intelligence and perseverance. I
know no better culture medium than law.” Someone protested. “Here, here!”
asked the savant, “aren't we alone, and speaking frankly?” “Please!” said the
host, “let us profit thoroughly by the only occasion when we are free to express
our personal ideas, for both I, in my books, and you in your turn, may present
only lies to the public.” The scientist settled himself once more among the
cushions of his armchair, stretched his legs, which were numb from being
crossed too long and, his head thrown back, his arms hanging and his stomach
soothed by good digestion, puffed smoke?rings at the ceiling: “Besides,” he
continued, “murder is largely self?propagating. Actually, it is not the result of this
or that passion, nor is it a pathological form of degeneracy. It is a vital instinct
which is in us all—which is in all organized beings and dominates them, just as the
genetic instinct. And most of the time it is especially true that these two instincts
fuse so well, and are so totally interchangeable, that in some way or other they
form a single and identical instinct, so that we no longer may tell which of the two
urges us to give life, and which to take it—which is murder, and which love. I have
been the confidant of an honorable assassin who killed women, not to rob them,
but to ravish them. His trick was to manage things so that his sexual climax
coincided exactly with the death?spasm of the woman: 'At those moments,' he
told me, 'I imagined I was a God, creating a world!”
"Girl Sex 101 is the best sex guide in years." - DIVA Magazine Girl Sex 101 is a
sex-ed book like no other, offering helpful info for ladies and lady-lovers of all
genders and identities, playful and informative illustrations on each page, and
over 100 distinct voices, plus a hot narrative that shows you how to put the info to
good use! Learn how to navigate the twists and turns of female sexuality, with
special guidance from thirteen guest sex educators including Nina Hartley, Sex
Nerd Sandra, Jiz Lee, Tristan Taormino, Julia Serano, Reid Mihalko and more!
Girl Sex 101 will teach you... *The bits and pieces that make up female sexual
anatomy *Simple ways to communicate in the heat of the moment *How to build
a Road Map of your partner s pleasure *Essential moves for cunnilingus, strapons, hand sex and more! *Positions to avoid fatigue and generate the power you
need to rock your girl's world! You'll gain confidence to please your girl, no matter
what your hands-on experience. Buckle your seat belt and get ready to ride!
In the future a united Earth, to deal with the problem of population control, divides
its population into classes of citizen and non-gratis. To be born a non-gratis
means a life of little freedoms and the constant possibility of being assigned to
work on a colony. Lacking citizenship, every aspect of their life is controlled from
where they live, down to marriage and childbearing regulations. The only
possible escape from life as a non-gratis is to qualify for one of the limited slots
available for entrance into the military. For most, however, it is the only life that
they will ever know.Charlie has prepared all her life for the possibility of being
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shipped off to work in a colony, so when she is selected for part of the
initialization phase colony laborers she is determined to make the best out of a
new life on a very different and hostile planet. Assigned as a labor assistant in
the exploratory lab seems like a step up in the right direction for her. Caring for
the wildlife specimens is far preferable to working as a laborer preparing the first
of the fields or in any of the common industries. That is, until a vaguely humanoid
specimen is captured and brought in. The promise of death that clings to it is
fulfilled when it breaks out from containment and she finds herself hostage to a
being with a thirst for vengeance. Far away from the colony, Charlie is forced to
carve out a new life for herself in a dangerous world, but will she be able to
safeguard her heart from the biggest threat of them all?-A male who is
determined to claim all of her.Warning: this book may contain possible triggers.
Book contains graphic sex and violence.
FROM THE EDITORS OF THE CLASSIC "BIBLE OF WOMEN'S HEALTH," A
TRUSTWORTHY, UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO HELP EVERY WOMAN NAVIGATE
THE MENOPAUSE TRANSITION For decades, millions of women have relied on
Our Bodies, Ourselves to provide the most comprehensive, honest, and accurate
information on women's health. Now, in Our Bodies, Ourselves: Menopause, the
editors of the classic guide discuss the transition of menopause. With a preface
by Vivian Pinn, M.D., the director of the Office of Research on Women's Health at
the National Institutes of Health, Our Bodies, Ourselves: Menopause includes
definitive information from the latest research and personal stories from a diverse
group of women. Our Bodies, Ourselves: Menopause provides an in-depth look
at subjects such as hormone therapy and sexuality as well as proven strategies
for coping with challenges like hot flashes, mood swings, and night sweats. In
clear, accessible language, the book dispels menopause myths and provides
crucial information that women can use to take control of their own health and get
the best care possible. Our Bodies, Ourselves: Menopause is an essential
resource for women who are experiencing -- or expecting -- menopause.
F*ckedBeing Sexually Explorative and Self-Confident in a World That's
ScrewedHarperOne
A much-needed "people skills" primer and master class in all facets of workplace
communication Do you know how to ask for help at work without sounding
dumb? Do you know how to get valuable and useful feedback from your
colleagues? Have you mastered your professional elevator pitch so that every
time you meet someone, they remember and are impressed by you? If you
answered "no" to any of these questions, you need Great on the Job. In 2008,
Jodi Glickman launched Great on the Job, a communications consulting firm
whose distinguished client list includes Harvard Business School, Wharton, The
Stern School of Business, Merrill Lynch, and Citigroup. Now, Glickman's threestep training program is available in book form for the first time. With case
studies, micro strategies, and example language, readers will learn
communication skills that can be practiced and implemented immediately. In
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today's economy, it's not typically the smartest, hardest working or most
technically savvy who succeed. Instead, the ability to communicate well is often
the most important precursor to success in the workplace. So whether you're a
star performer or a struggling novice, Great on the Job will give you the building
blocks you need for every conversation you'll have at work.
Embrace the danger. Sean Rush is an adrenaline junkie. That's why he was in
the Army, why he steals and races classic muscle cars...and why he can't stay
away from bad boy Ryker, a Havoc Motorcycle Club lieutenant. Fortunately,
Ryker can't seem to stay away from Sean — he's spent the last eight months
breaking into Sean's apartment and stealing into his bed, leaving Sean physically
satisfied but increasingly restless. Sean has always avoided relationships. He
likes to come and go without being controlled. And Ryker is possibly the most
controlling man he's ever known. Still, he finds that he wants more from Ryker
than their silent nighttime encounters. Then one of Sean's thefts goes bad, and
Ryker's protective instincts kick into overdrive. He takes Sean to the Havoc
compound, determined to keep him safe. But Sean's past threatens the safety of
Havoc — and everything Ryker holds dear. Worse, Ryker's hiding secrets of his
own. Soon it's obvious that the adrenaline rush can't keep them together
anymore. But maybe love can.
A vibrant work of lyric, conceptual, and confessional poetic modes pitched to enact a
queer politics of liberation
She's online. 'I booked a hotel,' I say. 'Near Marble Arch.' 'That sounds great, hon. I
can't wait to see you.' 'Yeah. Me too.' 'I'm vaguely nervous.' 'Don't be.' Do be. I'm a
child. Lolito is a love story about a fifteen year-old boy who meets a middle-aged
woman on the internet. When his long-term girlfriend and first love Alice, betrays him at
a house party, Etgar goes looking for cyber solace in the arms of Macy, a stunning but
bored housewife he meets online. What could possibly go wrong . . . ? Hilarious,
fearless and utterly outrageous, Lolito is a truly twenty-first century love story.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Religion and Crime: Theory,
Research, and Practice" that was published in Religions
Come As You Are meets How to Date Men When You Hate Men in this sex handbook
for the millennial feminist on how to own your body and sexuality, and use that
confidence to take charge of your life "This bold, sex-positive book delivers on its
promise.” —Publishers Weekly Stop Apologizing for Your Sexuality and Take Charge of
Your Life If you've ever wished you had a big sister or older cousin who could show you
all the ropes of womanhood, look no further: Gigi Engle has done it all and is here to tell
you all about it in All the F*cking Mistakes, a practical handbook for all the slutty and
wanna-be-slutty women out there. It is the ultimate sex-talk book, demystifying female
sexuality without any of the awkwardness of "the talk." From learning how to take back
your confidence in a world full of slut shaming, to discovering and owning your sexual
empowerment through masturbation, to demanding the love you really deserve, this
book is an ode to the women of the world who deserve to be empowered, sexually and
otherwise, without guilt. Offering bite-sized lessons that incorporate Gigi's own special
brand of no-nonsense advice to provide clarity and guidance on all things slutty,
sexually normative and non-normative, and everything that falls between the cracks of
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these brackets, this book is your how-to guide to living your sexy AF, fabulous life.
Two decades ago, this book (and its companion volume, The New Bottoming Book)
began teaching tens of thousands of people the joyous arts of BDSM topping and
bottoming - not just "how-to," but "why-to"... the insider details of emotional support and
ethical interaction during kinky play. Since then, the growing popularity of BDSM, and
the blossoming of the Internet as a source of information and connection, have created
a whole new universe of possibilities for players. Now, the completely updated revised
New Topping Book gives even more insights and ideas, updated for a new millennium,
about how to be a successful, popular player! "Easton and Hardy tackle the Top... and
bring that elusive critter down neatly and with a certain flair. This is good stuff, important
stuff... an excellent guide to topping, both for the rank novice and for the player who just
wants words to put to all the thoughts and feelings that have resisted categorization." Laura Antoniou, Sandmutopian Guardian
The tie-in edition of the nine-part CBS All Access series starring Whoopi Goldberg,
Alexander Skarsgard, and James Marsden. When a man escapes from a biological
testing facility, he sets in motion a deadly domino effect, spreading a mutated strain of
the flu that will wipe out 99 percent of humanity within a few weeks. The survivors who
remain are scared, bewildered, and in need of a leader. Two emerge--Mother Abagail,
the benevolent 108-year-old woman who urges them to build a peaceful community in
Boulder, Colorado; and Randall Flagg, the nefarious "Dark Man," who delights in chaos
and violence. As the dark man and the peaceful woman gather power, the survivors will
have to choose between them--and ultimately decide the fate of all humanity.
"A practical guide to practicing polyamory and open relationships in ways that are
ethically and emotionally sustainable"--Provided by publisher.
What do you do when the economy tanks and brings everything else crashing down
with it? You grab the last few dollars to your name, pack your bags, and head out on a
round-the-world adventure!In this tell-all book, Liz shares how she began her own
round-the-world travels starting with just $30 in her pocket. From her background in the
hospitality and timeshare industry, her own experience traveling through almost 30
countries, and tips she picked up from other travelers she met along the way, she
shares valuable tips on: Traveling on any BudgetWays to travel for FREEHow to make
money or find work abroadSimplifying your life Solo Travel and Safety TipsIdeas on
Long Term/Endless Travel With a little creativity and a "do whatever it takes attitude"
this book will inspire you to pick yourself up by the bootstraps and start planning your
next adventure. You'll learn that you don't have to be rich or wait until retirement to
travel the world, and you'll get actionable advice on how to go about doing it. Whether
you are new to traveling and getting ready to explore the world for the first time, a family
looking for ways to save on their next summer vacation, or a seasoned traveler wanting
fresh ideas and ways of making money on the road, this book will have tips and ideas
any travel enthusiast can use. This book will offer suggestions and work arounds for
any style of travel, and the inspiration and encouragement to move past your own fears
and limitations and explore the world.
Celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the enduring gothic masterpiece Flowers in the
Attic—the unforgettable forbidden love story that earned V.C. Andrews a fiercely devoted
fan base and became an international cult classic. At the top of the stairs there are four
secrets hidden—blond, innocent, and fighting for their lives… They were a perfect and
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beautiful family—until a heartbreaking tragedy shattered their happiness. Now, for the
sake of an inheritance that will ensure their future, the children must be hidden away
out of sight, as if they never existed. They are kept in the attic of their grandmother’s
labyrinthine mansion, isolated and alone. As the visits from their seemingly
unconcerned mother slowly dwindle, the four children grow ever closer and depend
upon one another to survive both this cramped world and their cruel grandmother. A
suspenseful and thrilling tale of family, greed, murder, and forbidden love, Flowers in
the Attic is the unputdownable first novel of the epic Dollanganger family saga. The
Dollanganger series includes: Flowers in the Attic, Petals in the Wind, If There Be
Thorns, Seeds of Yesterday, Garden of Shadows, Beneath the Attic, and Out of the
Attic.
In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help
to shape the futures we want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and our
minds are in a constant state of flux. They are a stream of ever-mutating, emergent
patterns. Rather than steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy teaches
us to map and assess the swirling structures and to read them as they happen, all the
better to shape that which ultimately shapes us, personally and politically. A resolutely
materialist spirituality based equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist and
afro-futurist ride! adrienne maree brown, co-editor of Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction
from Social Justice Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and doula living in
Detroit.
From the author of the international mega-bestseller The Subtle Art of Not Giving A
F*ck comes a counterintuitive guide to the problems of hope. We live in an interesting
time. Materially, everything is the best it’s ever been—we are freer, healthier and
wealthier than any people in human history. Yet, somehow everything seems to be
irreparably and horribly f*cked—the planet is warming, governments are failing,
economies are collapsing, and everyone is perpetually offended on Twitter. At this
moment in history, when we have access to technology, education and communication
our ancestors couldn’t even dream of, so many of us come back to an overriding
feeling of hopelessness. What’s going on? If anyone can put a name to our current
malaise and help fix it, it’s Mark Manson. In 2016, Manson published The Subtle Art of
Not Giving A F*ck, a book that brilliantly gave shape to the ever-present, low-level hum
of anxiety that permeates modern living. He showed us that technology had made it too
easy to care about the wrong things, that our culture had convinced us that the world
owed us something when it didn’t—and worst of all, that our modern and maddening
urge to always find happiness only served to make us unhappier. Instead, the “subtle
art” of that title turned out to be a bold challenge: to choose your struggle; to narrow
and focus and find the pain you want to sustain. The result was a book that became an
international phenomenon, selling millions of copies worldwide while becoming the #1
bestseller in 13 different countries. Now, in Everthing Is F*cked, Manson turns his gaze
from the inevitable flaws within each individual self to the endless calamities taking
place in the world around us. Drawing from the pool of psychological research on these
topics, as well as the timeless wisdom of philosophers such as Plato, Nietzsche, and
Tom Waits, he dissects religion and politics and the uncomfortable ways they have
come to resemble one another. He looks at our relationships with money, entertainment
and the internet, and how too much of a good thing can psychologically eat us alive. He
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openly defies our definitions of faith, happiness, freedom—and even of hope itself. With
his usual mix of erudition and where-the-f*ck-did-that-come-from humor, Manson takes
us by the collar and challenges us to be more honest with ourselves and connected
with the world in ways we probably haven’t considered before. It’s another
counterintuitive romp through the pain in our hearts and the stress of our soul. One of
the great modern writers has produced another book that will set the agenda for years
to come.
David Mamet's new Oval Office satire depicts one day in the life of a beleaguered
American commander-in-chief. It's November in a Presidential election year, and
incumbent Charles Smith's chances for reelection are looking grim. Approval ratings
are down, his money's running out, and nuclear war might be imminent. Though his
staff has thrown in the towel and his wife has begun to prepare for her post-White
House life, Chuck isn't ready to give up just yet. Amidst the biggest fight of his political
career, the President has to find time to pardon a couple of turkeys — saving them from
the slaughter before Thanksgiving — and this simple PR event inspires Smith to risk it all
in attempt to win back public support. With Mamet's characteristic no-holds-barred
style, November is a scathingly hilarious take on the state of America today and the
lengths to which people will go to win.
Includes an excerpt from What to say next.
We all carry sexual shame. Whether we grew up in the repressive purity culture of
American Evangelical Christianity or not, we've all been taught in subtle and not-sosubtle ways that sex (outside of very specific contexts) is immoral and taboo.
Psychotherapist Matthias Roberts helps readers overcome their shame around sex by
overcoming three unhealthy coping mechanisms we use to manage that shame.
Beyond Shame encourages each of us to determine our own definition of healthy sex,
while avoiding the ditches of boundaryless sex positivity on the one hand and strict
moralistic boundaries on the other. Define your sexual values on your own terms,
overcome your shame, and start having great, healthy sex.
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